


Machaba Safaris presents ten luxury safari camps, bringing you the best  
the Okavango Delta and Chobe in Botswana, as well as Mana Pools and 

Hwange National Parks in Zimbabwe have to offer.

Machaba and Little Machaba Camps are situated on the Khwai River in the 
Khwai Concession, bordering the Moremi Game Reserve. 

Ngoma Safari Lodge sits lush on the banks of the Chobe River, 
while Gomoti Plains, Gomoti Private and Kiri Camp are located further south 

into the Okavango Delta, on the edges of the Gomoti and Kiri flood-plain 
systems respectively.

In Zimbabwe, Verney’s and Deteema Springs Camps are located in the 
world-renowned Hwange National Park which is home to great herds of 
elephant, big cats, and a myriad of plains game. A must for the intrepid 

explorer. Further north, Mana River and Ingwe Pan Camps are situated in the 
untouched wilderness of Mana Pools.

A safari combining these areas in Botswana and Zimbabwe provides one 
with a complete African wilderness experience.



The name Machaba is the local Setswana name for the Sycamore Fig Tree, the tree of life. 
Machaba Camp will appeal to the novice safari guest as well as the 

seasoned safari traveler. 

The camp is built in a classic 1950’s style, with luxury safari tents, en-suite bathrooms 
and living areas, not forgetting the romantic outdoor showers. All the tents are situated at 

ground level, and the pathways to the tents meander between the large riverine trees.



The camp is comprised of two luxury family safari tents,  
and eight luxury twin safari tents. The camp welcomes children of all ages, 

and is wheelchair friendly.



Activities and experiences at Machaba Camp include thrilling game drives, exploring 
the waterways by mokoro, and guided safari walks.



Little Machaba Camp is situated on the same island as Machaba Camp 
and is run separately to the main camp. 

A more intimate camp, with only four spacious safari tents, which are situated on 
decks and the pathways to the tents meander under large riverine trees with views 

over the wide plains frequented by herds of elephant, 
leading to the Khwai River.



Little Machaba has two luxury family safari tents, and two luxury twin 
safari tents. Ideal for romantic travellers, honeymoon couples,

or those who prefer a more private safari experience.



As all our Okavango camps are based in concessions, guests can experience wildlife closer 
with guided walking safaris, relaxed mokoro trips and night safari drives discovering the 

nocturnal side of the Okavango, ensuring your safari adventure is unique.



Gomoti Plains Camp, located in an exclusive concession in the south eastern section 
of the Okavango Delta, offers the perfect pairing with the Machaba Camps both in 

affordability, luxury and diverse offering. 



Gomoti Plains Camp is comprised of two luxury family tents and eight luxury twin tents, 
built in our iconic signature Machaba style with décor inspired from the theme of water and land; 
both essential to life in the Okavango Delta. Gomoti Plains Camp welcomes children of all ages and 

is also wheelchair friendly, offering an experience for all.



Experience exhilarating water activities with incredible wildlife diversity. 
Game viewing in this area, from vehicle, water or on foot is superb. 



Gomoti Private is a small exclusive camp attached to Gomoti Plains Camp,  
offering total exclusivity and privacy for its guests.



The design of the camp includes a small intimate dining and lounge area with its 
own private plunge pool. Relax and enjoy the sounds of Africa from around the 

campfire at night, indulging in one of Africa’s primal pleasures.

Guests have their own guide and vehicle to explore the wild Gomoti region. 
Guests are also able to explore the waterways in a motorised boat and on silent 

Mokoro, water level dependant.



The camp overlooks the Gomoti flood plain system with a view of 
1000 Palm Island. Perfect for those that want to enjoy one of the finest 

wildlife areas in Africa, in a totally exclusive private camp.



Kiri Camp, named after the Kiri channel which flows past the island on which the 
camp is situated. The camp is raised on wooden decks to give one a view of the 

mighty Kiri floodplains which stretch out in front of the camp.

The luxury tents are designed to incorporate the surrounding Ebony forest under 
which the camp is situated. The use of wood, canvas and reeds are primary to the 

architecture of this stunning camp.



Kiri Camp offers a combination of both game drives and water activities. Based on a private 
concession, these activities will take you to some of the more remote areas in the Delta, previously 

inaccessible. A motorboat ride during peak flood times promises to enthral and captivate you,  
with the chance of seeing iconic wildlife from the river. Glide on quiet mokoro through the water 
lilies and view wildlife from below as you sail along at water level height. The wildlife in the Kiri 

area is diverse and plentiful, renown for its lion and buffalo interactions and rare wild dog numbers.





Located in the Chobe Forest Reserve in Western Botswana, the private Ngoma 
Safari Lodge is located on the edge of a plateau, offering endless views over the 
seasonal Chobe flood plain. It also bears witness to magnificent sunsets – the 

ultimate way to celebrate the end of another perfect African day.



Made from local materials and designed to blend into the natural surroundings,  
Ngoma Safari Lodge is an intimate bolthole located in a private oasis. Perched on the edge of a 

plateau overlooking the Chobe flood plain, the Lodge’s central guest area is flanked by a collection 
of suites that offer guests privacy, luxury and panoramic views.





 
Situated on the central side of the popular south eastern part of Hwange National 
Park, Verney’s Camp is a private concession of ten thousand hectares. It is in an 

extremely remote part of the National Park that is neither frequented,  
nor can it be accessed by regular Park visitors.

Verney’s Camp has been built in keeping with Machaba Safaris winning recipe 
that matches the timeless wonder of a classic safari to Africa, aimed at the 

affordable luxury travel markets worldwide for both the novice and the well 
seasoned safari traveller.



Ten tents are tucked perfectly under the shady arms of the Teak trees bordering the open waterhole 
in front of camp. Each tent has been carefully positioned to ensure the best serenity and privacy so 
that guests can enjoy the natural beauty of the area. Each room is comfortably appointed and has 
en-suite shower, flush toilet, double vanity, all beautifully designed to retain the authenticity and 

magical feeling of being on safari. 



Verney’s Camp is a beautiful amphitheatre fringed by Teak forest that opens up onto an impressive 
waterhole that is a playground to the famous elephant herds of Hwange. Verney’s joined the Machaba 

Safaris group in 2017 with a totally clean piece of unspoilt wilderness.



Deteema Springs Camp was opened in 2019, after the founders of Machaba Safaris saw an 
opportunity to create an intimate safari camp, in an incredible wildlife area, on a site that is hard to 

describe. Guests have the opportunity to travel on foot or in game vehicles to view this incredible area, 
or, to view Africa in its wildest form from the comfort of the camp.





Mana River Camp is positioned on the banks of the mighty Zambezi River, nestled 
between this enormous perennial river and a much-visited water pan, particularly 

enjoyed by elephants for mud bathing. Shade in the camp is provided by a riverine forest 
predominately Trichilia Emetica and the fabled Faidherbia Albida.



The camp is unfenced and many different animals may be viewed from the comfort 
of the camp,  whilst enjoying the tranquil atmosphere. Common visitors to camp are 
elephants. These giant pachyderms seem to want to introduce themselves to guests.



Ingwe Pan Camp is situated at Ingwe Pan in the wilderness area of Mana Pools 
National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is one of the biggest pans in the 

area and renowned for its leopard sightings and the shy antelope such as Nyala, who 
populate the nearby Jesse bush and riverine thickets of the Chiruwe River.

 The Pan is surrounded by Jackalberry and Nyala berry trees, with the focal point 
being a massive Fig tree. Nearby Baobab groves add to this diversity.



Blended into this environment and surrounding the southern side of the Pan are eight 
large Meru-style tents. Ingwe Pan Camp offers the perfect pairing with Mana River 
Camp, also located in this Zambezi region, and of course all of our Hwange Camps.

During a stay at Mana River and Ingwe Pan, guests will experience the huge diversity of 
Mana Pools, from the river and floodplains to the inland wilderness areas. The wildlife 

viewing, either from a vehicle or on foot is superb. 

Being in a private concession, guests can also enjoy
the privacy of the Pan, wonderful on-site game viewing, and magnificent night skies 

uninterrupted by any other camps.
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Robins Camp

The great northern circuit of Machaba Safaris, covering five  
iconic eco-systems, designed to cater for all our guests dreams.

Immerse yourself in the wildlife of Africa.



Machaba Safaris is independently owned and run, and is aimed at the 
affordable luxury travel markets across the world, offering great value for 
money and a unique classical safari experience. Machaba Safaris prides 

itself in our community development and initiatives ensuring the wildlife, 
communities and guests to our areas all benefit under one sky. 
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